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Abstract
This paper deals with the computability in analysis within the framework of Grzegorczyk’s
hierarchy, which is in the number 1 of addendum of open problems in Pour-El and Richards
([5], Computability in Analysis and Physics, Springer, Berlin, 1989). We combine two concepts,
computability for sequences of real-valued functions and Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy for recursive
number theoretic functions, together and examine the computability in analysis restricted to
primitive recursion and below. The notions of (Er) primitive computability structures on Banach
space, in particular, for sequences of reals and real-valued functions are introduced; relations
between (Er) primitive computability structures are proved; some basic properties are studied.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
In this paper we discuss the computability in analysis within the framework of
Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy.
In the literature, the theory of computable analysis has been studied extensively
and is based on the work by many authors such as Turing, Post and others. From
the viewpoint of computer science the general computability in analysis may be too
broad. A computable real-valued function may not necessarily be computable in certain
practical sense. It is therefore desirable to examine restricted classes of computability.
( Some of the results in this paper were announced in Cocoon’97 and published in the Lecture Notes in
Computer Science no. 1276.
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An approach which has been taken in the literature is the study of primitively re-
cursive reals and real-valued functions. The restriction of computability to primitive
recursion may still be too broad. In this paper we look below primitive recursion in
the study of the computability of real-valued functions within Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy.
Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy on number theoretic functions [1] is an innite hierarchy such
that the union of Grzegorczyk’s classes of Er functions is the class of primitively re-
cursive functions, and the class Er is properly contained in Er+1 for all r. We combine
these two concepts together and delineate basic properties of subclasses of the class
of computable real-valued functions and computability structures. It is remarked that
this question was in the rst question in addendum on open problems in the book of
Pour-El and Richards [5]. Another approach taken in the literature which looks below
primitive recursion is the study of polynomial-time computable functions. The results
in this paper have not been extended to polynomial time.
We shall discuss the relations between subclasses of the class of computable se-
quences of functions. The paper breaks into three sections. The rst one deals with
subclasses of the class of computable sequences of reals. Computable reals may be
dened in dierent ways. For example, we may dene computable reals to be eective
limits of computable Cauchy sequences of rationals, or, alternatively we may eectivize
expansions to a base p, Dedekind cuts, or nested intervals. These lead to non-equivalent
classes of computable reals when restricted to primitively recursive functions or below
[8]. Of them, the largest class is the one dened by using eective limits of com-
putable Cauchy sequences of rationals. We shall take it in this paper. Results in this
section include: there exist (Er) primitively computable sequences which converge to
(Er) primitively computable sequences decreasingly, but not (Er) primitively eec-
tively (Propositions 3 and 4), it is well known that the convergence is eective if and
only if a computable sequence converges to a computable sequence monotonically (cf.
[5, p. 20]). These results show that the analogous statements fail for computability re-
stricted to primitive recursion or below. Another result is Theorem 1, which asserts that
any computable sequence of reals is an E0 eective limit of the sequence fan; e(n; k)g,
where fan; kg is an E0 computable sequence and e is a recursive number theoretic func-
tion. Subclasses of computable real-valued functions are considered in Section 2. The
main result in this section is Theorem 2, which asserts that the classes of Er computable
functions are properly contained in the classes of Er+1 computable functions for all
r>2, which are properly contained in the class of primitively computable functions,
which in turn is a proper subclass of the class of computable functions. Theorem 3
is a (Er) primitively eective version of the Weierstrass theorem, which is needed for
further studies on the topic. The last section discusses (Er) primitive computability
structures on Banach spaces. The notion of (Er) primitive computability structures on
a Banach space is introduced. The section includes a few theorems, one asserts that
for any Er (r>2) computability structure D on a Banach space X there exists an Er+1
(primitive) computability structure C on X such that DC; for any primitive com-
putability structure D there exists a computability structure C on X such that DC.
Another one asserts that the union of Er computability structures on a Banach space X
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is a primitive computability structure on X , from which it follows that the union of Er
computable sequences of real-valued functions is the class of primitively computable
sequences of real-valued functions.
1. (Er) Primitively computable sequences of reals
In this section, we discuss primitively computable sequences of real numbers and its
subclasses.
Throughout this paper, we use P, Q to indicate subclasses of the class of recursive
number theoretic functions.
As noted in the Introduction, the following denitions are based on the classical
denition of using eective limits of computable sequences of rationals, which is wild
accepted in the literature.
Denition 1. A sequence frng of rationals is called P-computable if there exist three
functions a; b; c 2 P (b(n) 6= 0 for all n) such that for all n;
rn = (−1)c(n) a(n)b(n) :
A Technicality: A double sequence of rationals will be called P-computable if the
functions a; b and c in the above denition map fromNN toN instead ofN!N.
Similarly for triple or n-fold sequences of rationals.
Denition 2. We say that a (p + 1)-fold sequence fx−!n ; kg of reals converges to a
p-fold sequence fx−!n g of reals P-eectively if there exists a function e2P such that
for all −!n ; k,
k>e(−!n ; K) implies that jx−!n ; k − x−!n j<
1
K + 1
:
Denition 3. A p-fold sequence fxng of reals is called P-computable if there exists a
P-computable (p+1)-fold sequence of rationals which converges to fxng P-eectively.
A real x is called P-computable if it is P-computable as a sequence fx; x; : : :g.
Remark. In the rest of this paper we will just say \a sequence" instead of \a p-fold
sequence" to save writing. It can easily be understood by contents.
When P is the class of Er functions, a P-computable sequence of reals is called
an Er-computable sequence; when P is the class of primitively recursive functions, a
P-computable sequence of reals is called a primitively computable sequence. Similarly
for reals and P-eective convergences.
The following two easy results will be needed later. Their proofs are omitted.
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Proposition 1. Let P;Q be subclasses of recursive number theoretic functions and
PQ. Then every P-computable sequence of reals is Q-computable.
Proposition 2. Let P be a subclass of recursive number theoretic functions which is
closed under compositions and contains the function +. If fxn; kg is a P-computable
sequence of reals which converges to a sequence fxng P-eectively; then fxng is
P-computable.
It is well known (cf. [5, p. 20]) that if fxn; kg is a computable sequence of reals which
converges to a sequence fxng monotonically, then fxng is computable if and only if the
convergence is eective. The proof of that result was quite easy. The question naturally
arises whether there are similar results for (Er) primitively computable sequences of
reals. Unfortunately, the following results give negative answers to that.
Proposition 3. There exists an E0 computable double sequence of reals which con-
verges to an E0 computable sequence of reals decreasingly; but not E0 eectively.
Proof. Let h be a recursive, but not E0, total number theoretic function. By [1], there
are E0 number theoretic functions A and B such that
h(k) = A(x(B(x; k) = 0));
where x(B(x; k)= 0) means the unique x such that B(x; k)= 0. Now dene
b(0; k) = 1;
b(n; k) =
(
1 if 8mm<n(B(m; k) 6= 0);
1 + n− inffm < n: B(m; k) = 0g otherwise:
It is a classical easy fact that b is an E0 number theoretic function. Let xn; k =1=b(n; k).
Then it follows that fxn; kg is an E0 computable sequence of reals. Since h is total,
fxn; kg decreasingly converges to 0 for each xed k. Since f0; 0; : : :g is obviously an
E0 computable sequence of reals, we have only to show that the convergence is not
E0 eectively.
Suppose it were, there would be an E0 number theoretic function e such that
n>e(N; k) implies that xn; k<1=(N+1) for all N; k. Then we would have that xe(1; k); k< 12
for all k. So for any k, b(e(1; k); k) 6=1, and hence by the denition of b, there would
be m<e(1; k) such that B(m; k)= _0. But then
h(k) = A(x(B(k; x) = 0)) = A(xx<e(1; k)(B(k; x) = 0))
would be an E0 number theoretic function. This contradiction proves the proposition.
Proposition 4. There exists a primitively computable decreasing sequence fxng of
reals which converges to 0 non-primitively eectively.
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Proof. Let f be a total recursive, non-primitively recursive function. Then there are
primitively recursive functions U and g such that
f(n) = U (x(g(x; n) = 0)):
Dene a(n)= maxfk6n: for all r6k there is an m6n such that g(m; r)= 0g; and
xn=2−a(n): Since max is a primitively recursive function, it is easy to see that fxng is a
primitively computable sequence of reals; since f is total, fxng decreasingly converges
to 0. We prove that the convergence is not primitively eective.
Suppose it were, there would be a primitively recursive number theoretic function e
such that xe(n)<2−n for all n, i.e. a(e(n))>n for all n. So there would be an m6e(n)
such that g(m; n)= 0. Therefore,
x(g(x; n) = 0) = xx6e(n)(g(x; n) = 0)
would be primitively recursive, and then f would be a primitively recursive function.
A contradiction.
Theorem 1. For a computable sequence fang of reals; there exists an E0 computable
sequence fan; kg of rationals and a recursive function e such that jan; e(n; k) − anj<1=
(k+1); furthermore; e can be chosen to be (Er ; r>1) primitively recursive if fang is
(Er ; r>1) primitively computable.
Proof. Given fang. There are recursive s; a; b; and d such that k>d(n; K) implies that(−1)s(n; k) a(n; k)b(n; k) + 1 − an
< 1K + 1 :
By Grzegorczyk [1], there are E0 number theoretic functions A; B; S; a0; b0, and s0 such
that
s(n; k) = S(x(s0(x; n; k) = 0));
a(n; k) = A(x(a0(x; n; k) = 0));
b(n; k) = B(x(b0(x; n; k) = 0)):
Dene
s00(n; k; m) =
(
S(m) if 8pp<m(s0(p; n; k) 6= 0);
S(inffp < m: s0(p; n; k) = 0g) otherwise:
Let us dene a00 and b
00
in the same way. Let rn; k;m=(−1)s00(n; k;m)a00(n; k; m)=b00(n; k; m).
Then frn; k;mg is an E0 computable sequence of rationals, and when
m > d0(n; k) = maxfx(s0(x; n; k) = 0); x(a0(x; n; k) = 0); x(b0(x; n; k) = 0)g;
which is a recursive number theoretic function, rn; k;m=(−1)s(n;k)a(n; k)=(b(n; k) + 1).
Let P be a recursive pairing function, L; R its left and right inverse. Dene an;p=
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rn; L(p); R(p), i.e. an;P(k;m) = rn; k;m. Let e(n; k)=P(d(n; k); d0(n; d(n; k))), then e is recur-
sive and
jan;e(n; k) − anj =
(−1)s(n; d(n; k)) a(n; d(n; k))b(n; d(n; k)) + 1 − an
< 1k + 1 :
To complete the theorem we have to show that e can be chosen to be (Er , r>2)
primitively recursive if fang is (Er , r>2) primitively computable. This amounts to
an extension of Theorem 5:2 in [1] to (Er , r>2) primitively recursive functions. An
examination of the proof (under the assumption that the functions involved are (Er ,
r>2) primitively recursive) shows that it works for (Er , r>2) primitively recursive
functions, merely by changing \recursive" to \(Er , r>2) primitively recursive".
For the case that r=1. The proof is almost the same as above, the only problem
is that there is no pairing function in the class E1: Here we use a fact proved by
Kutylowski [3, Theorem 2:2]:
Let f2E1. There exists a function F 2E0 and a function l (l= k(maxfxg+ 1),
where k 2N.) such that for all x and u, u>l(x) implies that f(x)=F(x; u).
Now given s; a; b; d2E1 as above, we have functions in E0, S; A; B; D and func-
tions ls; la; lb; ld: Let rn; k =(−1)S(n;D(n; k; k); k)A(n; D(n; k; k); k)=(B(n; D(n; k; k); k)+1) and
e(n; k)= k + ls(n; k) + la(n; k) + lb(n; k) + ld(n; k). Then one can easily verify that the
sequence frn; kg and the function e constructed in such a way are what we wanted.
So the theorem holds.
2. (Er) Primitively computable sequences of real-valued functions
In this section, we take I to be an interval [a1; b1]      [aq; bq], where ai; bi
(i=1; : : : ; q) are P-computable reals. All of our functions are dened on I . To sim-
plify writing, we will use \rationals" instead of \rational vectors" to denote those
vectors whose components are all rational numbers; similarly \reals" will stand for
\real vectors".
There are several ways to dene \computable functions", we will use the following
one, which is based on Grzegorczyk’s classical denition and parallel to the denition
in [5].
Denition 4. A sequence ffng of functions dened on I is P-computable, if:
(i) (P-sequential computability) for any P-computable sequence fxkg of reals in I ,
the sequence ffn(xk)g is a P-computable sequence of reals;
(ii) (P-eective uniform continuity) there exists a function d2P such that jx −
yj<1=d(n; k) implies that for all x; y2 I; jfn(x)− fn(y)j<1=(k + 1).
A function f is called P-computable if it is P-computable as a sequence ff;f; : : :g:
A technicality: Similar to the situation of the sequences of reals, for computable
double (triple, or n-fold) sequences of functions we require d in the above denition
to be a function maps from NN to N (NNN!N or Nn!N).
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Denition 5. A double sequence ffn; kg of functions is said converge to ffng
P-eectively uniformly if there exists a function e2P such that for all x2 I; n; k; K 2N;
k>e(n; K) implies that jfn; k(x)− fn(x)j<1=(K + 1).
As for sequences of reals, when P is the class of Er functions, a P-computable
sequence of functions is called an Er-computable sequence; when P is the class of
primitively recursive functions, a P-computable sequence of functions is called a prim-
itively computable sequence. Similarly for P-functions and P-eective convergence.
It is not so hard to see that many commonly used functions such as x+y; 1=x; xy are
E2 computable functions, and functions such as n!; ex; ln x; xp (p is an E3 computable
real), sin x are E3 computable functions.
Now, we present some easy properties of (Er) primitively computable sequences of
real-valued functions. Their proofs are easy and we leave them to readers.
Proposition 5. If P is a subclass of the class of recursive functions closed under
compositions; the class of P-computable sequences of real-valued functions is closed
under compositions.
Proposition 6. Let P be a subclass of the class of recursive functions which is closed
under composition and includes the function +. Let ffn; kg be a P-computable se-
quence of real-valued functions which converges to a sequence ffng of functions
P-eectively uniformly. Then ffng is a P-computable sequence of functions.
From our denitions, for proper subclasses P and Q of the class of recursive func-
tions with PQ and P 6=Q the class of P-computable sequences of functions might
not be a proper subclass of the class of Q-computable sequences, even might not be a
subclass of the class of computable sequences, as a P-computable function may lead
a computable, non-P-computable sequence of reals to a non-computable sequence of
reals. Naturally, one might be interest to ask what conditions it needs. The following
theorem gives an answer to it.
Theorem 2. Let P;Q be subclasses of recursive functions such that PQ which are
closed under compositions and include +. Also assume the three following conditions:
(i) Q contains a function h which increases faster than any function in P and
satises that h(m+ 1; n)= h(m; h(n; m)) and for any m; n>0;
n < h(m; n)6h(m; n+ 1)6h(m+ 1; n+ 1); and
1P
n=0
1
h(n; n)
61:
(ii) If for any Q-computable sequence fxng of reals there exists a P-computable
sequence fyn;mg of reals and a function e2Q such that fyn; e(n;m)g converges to fxng
Q-eectively;
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(iii) If sequences of nite piecewise linear functions with Q-computable sequences
of reals as \corners" are Q-computable sequences of functions; then the class of
P-computable sequences of functions is a proper subclass of Q-computable sequences
of functions.
Proof. The proof of the theorem consists of two steps.
The rst step. We use condition (ii) to prove that the class of P-computable se-
quences of functions is a subclass of Q-computable sequences of functions.
Since PQ; P-eective uniform continuity automatically implies Q-eective uni-
form continuity. So we only have to show the Q-sequential computability for all
P-computable sequences of functions.
Let ffkg be a P-computable sequence of functions and fxng a Q-computable se-
quence of reals. Let fyn;mg be a P-computable sequence of reals and e; h2Q such that
m>e(n;M) implies that jyn; h(n;m)−xnj<1=(M+1). Let d2P such that jx−yj<1=d(n; k)
implies that jfk(x)− fk(y)j<1=(n+ 1).
Since ffkg is a P-computable sequence of functions and fyn;mg is a P-computable
sequence of reals, ffk(yn;m)g is a P-computable sequence of reals, and hence is
Q-computable by Proposition 1. Since h2Q, the sequence ffk(yn; h(n;m))g of reals is
Q-computable. Let e0(n; k; m)= e(n; d(m; k)); then e0 2Q:
Now when m>e0(n; k;M); so jyn; h(n;m) − xnj<1=(d(M; k) + 1). Thus we have that
jfk(yn; h(n;m)) − fk(xn)j<1=(M + 1), i.e. ff(yn; h(n;m))g converges to ffk(xn)g
Q-eectively, so ffk(xn)g is a Q-computable sequence of reals. This completes the
proof of the rst step.
The second step. We use condition (i) and (iii) to prove that there exists a
Q-computable function with no P-eective modules of continuity, and hence the class
of P-computable sequences of functions is a proper subclass of Q-computable sequences
of functions.
Let c>1 be an integer such that h(c; k)>2k for all k: Let F(n; k)= h(c + n; k).
Dene
x0 = 1
x2n = x2n−2 − 1F(n; n) ; n>1;
x2n+1 = x2n − 12F(n+ 1; n+ 1) :
Then fxng is a Q-computable sequence of reals. Let us dene for x2 [0; 1] the piecewise
linear function f with \corners" (x2n; 0); (x2n+1; 1=(n+1)): Notice that in each interval
[x2n; x2n+2] the graph of f is a \hill" with the height of 1=(n + 1) and the width
1=(F(n; n)): Now let
fn(x) =
(
f(x) if x>x2n;
0 otherwise:
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Since sequences of nite piecewise linear functions with Q-computable sequences of
reals as \corners" are Q-computable sequences of functions by condition (i), ffng is
a Q-computable sequence of functions. But since jf(x)− fn(x)j<1=(n+ 2); f is the
Q-eective limit of ffng and hence f is a Q-computable function by Proposition 6.
To show that f has no P-eective modules of continuity, rst we notice that
1=2F(n+ 1; n+ 1) is the largest real a such that jx − yj6a implies that jf(x) −
f(y)j61=(n+1) on [x2n+2; x2n], since the absolute value of slopes of f in [x2n+2; x2n]
is 2F(n+ 1; n+ 1)=(n+ 1): Then we prove that: if n>k,
2F(n; n)
n
>
2F(k; k)
k
: ()
It is obvious that we have only to show that for all k; F(k+1; k+1)>F(k; k)(k + 1)=k.
Now
F(k + 1; k + 1) = h(c + k + 1; k + 1)
= h(c + k; h(c + k; k + 1))
> h(c; h(c + k; k + 1)) by the assumptions of h
> 2h(c + k; k + 1) by the choice of c
> 2h(c + k; k) by the assumptions of h
>
F(k; k)(k + 1)
k
:
This proves (). With this we prove thatjx−yj<1=2F(n+ 1; n+ 1) implies that jf(x)−
f(y)j<1=(n+ 1) for all x; y2 [0; 1]:
Let x; y2 [0; 1] and jx−yj<1=2F(n+ 1; n+ 1): If one or two of x and y is smaller
than x2n+2; then 06f(x); f(y)<1=(n+1), so jf(x)−f(y)j<1=(n+1). If x; y2 [x2n+2;
x2n]; the result is proved above. If x; y2 [x2k+2; x2k ] for some k<n; since the absolute
value of the slope of f in the interval is 2F(k + 1; k + 1)=(k + 1) which is less than
2F(n+ 1; n+ 1)=(n+ 1) by (), so the claim holds. If x; y>x2n+2; and one of them is
in [x2k+2; x2k ] and the other is in [x2k+4; x2k+2] for some k<n; then it is obvious that
jf(x)− f(y)j6 2F(k + 1; k + 1)
k + 1
jx − yj
<
2F(n+ 1; n+ 1)
n+ 1
jx − yj by ()
<
1
n+ 1
:
So in any case, the claim holds. We also showed that 1=2F(n+ 1; n+ 1) is the largest
real a such that jx − yj<a implies that jf(x)− f(y)j<1=(n+ 1).
Now we prove that f has no P-eective modules of continuity. Suppose there were
a function e2P such that jx − yj<1=e(n) implies that jf(x) − f(y)j<1(n+ 1): By
the above discussion, 1=e(n)61=2F(n+ 1; n+ 1); i.e. e(n)>2F(n+1; n+1) for all n,
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which is impossible since F increases faster than any function in P by the hypothesis.
The contradiction proves the second step. The proof of the theorem is completed.
Corollary 2.1. The class of primitively computable sequence of functions is a proper
subclass of computable sequences of functions; the class of Er (r>2) computable
sequences of functions is a proper subclass of (Er+1) primitively computable sequences
of functions.
Proof. By the rst step of the proof of the theorem, it is easy to see that the class of
primitively computable sequence of functions is a subclass of computable sequences
of functions; the class of Er (r>2) computable sequences of functions is a subclass
of (Er+1) primitively computable sequences of functions.
Next for the rst statement, let h in the second step of the proof be the Ackermann
function; for second statement, let h be fr+1 which was dened in [1], then h satises
the assumption of the condition (i), so the corollary is proved.
Now, we turn to the eective Weierstrass theorem. It is needed for further studies.
First we have the following denition.
Denition 6. A sequence fpng of polynomials is called (Er) primitively computable
if pn(x) =
Pd(n)
k=0 an; kx
k , where fan; kg is a (Er) primitively computable sequence of
reals and d is a (Er) primitively recursive function.
Theorem 3. A sequence ffng of functions dened on [a; b] with (Er ; r>2) primitively
computable reals a; b is (Er ; r>2) primitively computable if and only if there is a
(Er ; r>2) primitively computable sequence fpn; kg of polynomials which converges
to ffng (Er ; r>2) primitively eectively uniformly on [a; b].
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that a=0 and b=1.
The \if " part is trivial. We only prove the \only if" part.
Let ffng be a (Er) primitively computable sequences of functions on [0; 1]. Then
ffn(j=m)g (06j6m) is a (Er) primitively computable sequence of reals. It follows
that fpn; kg is a (Er) primitively computable sequence of polynomials, where
pn; k(x) =
kP
j=0
fn

j
k

k
j

xj(1− x)k−j:
We prove that it is what we want.
Let d :NN!N be a (Er) primitively recursive function such that jx − yj<
1=d(n; N ) implies that jfn(x)−fn(y)j<1=(N + 1). Let Mn>maxffn(x): x2 [0; 1]g be
an integer. It is not so hard to see that M (n)=Mn is a (Er ; r>2) primitively recursive
function. Then we have that
jfn(x)− pn; k(x)j6
kP
j=0

k
j
 fn(x)− fn

j
k
 xj(1− x)k−j:
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Separate the sum into two parts: S1 and S2, where S1 contains those terms such that
jx − j=kj<1=d(n; 2N + 1), and S2 contains the rest of them. Then
S16
1
2N + 2
:
When j is in S2, we have that jx − j=kj>1=d(n; 2N + 1), so
16

(j − kx)d(n; 2N + 1)
k
2
: ()
But since jfn(x)−fn(j=k)j62Mn, so by () and
Pk
j=0

k
j

(j−kx)2xj(1−x)k−j6k=4,
S26
kP
j=0

k
j

xj(1− x)k−j2Mn
6 2Mn
d2(n; 2N + 1)
k2
kP
j=0

k
j

(j − kx)2xj(1− x)k−j
6Mn
d2(n; 2N + 1)
2k
:
Therefore, when k>Mnd2(n; 2N + 1)(N + 1), which is a (Er) primitively recursive
function,
jfn(x)− pn; k(x)j6 1N + 1 :
So the theorem is proved.
3. (Er) Primitive computability structures on a Banach space
In this section, we study the Er computability structures on a Banach Space. First
we have the following denition:
Denition 7. Let X be a Banach space. A double sequence fxn; kg (xn; k 2X for all
n; k) converges to the sequence fxng as k!1 P-eectively in k and n, if there exists
a number theoretic function e2P such that for all k>e(n; N ),
kxn; k − xnk< 1N + 1 :
Denition 8. Let X be a Banach space. A set C of sequences of points in X is called
a P-computability structure on X , if C satises:
1. Linear form axiom: If fxng; fyng2C, and fan; kg; fbn; kg are P-computable se-
quence of reals, d2P is a number theoretic function, then the sequence fsng2C,
where
sn =
d(n)P
k=0
(an; kxk + bn; kyk):
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2. Limit axiom: If fxn; kg2C and fxn; kg converges to the sequence fxng as k!1
P-eectively in k and n, then fxng2C.
3. Norm axiom: If fxng2C, the norms fkxnkg form a P-computable sequence of
reals.
We will call elements in C P-computable sequences in X ; and an element x2X is
called P-computable, if the sequence fx; x; : : :g is a P-computable sequence.
It is not so hard to see that the following examples are (Er) primitive computability
structures:
Example 1. All the (Er) primitively computable sequences of reals form a (Er) primi-
tive computability structure over the Banach space lp, the space of all sequences of real
numbers with the usual norm kfxngk = (
P1
n=0 jxnjp)1=p when p is a (Er) primitively
computable real, and kfxngk= supfjxnjg when p=1.
Example 2. All the (Er) primitively computable sequences of real-valued functions
form a (Er) primitive computability structure over the Banach space L1[a; b]; the
space of all continuous functions dened on [a; b] with the norm kfk= maxff(x): x2
[a; b]g, where a and b are (Er) primitively computable reals.
The following proposition is easy to prove, and we leave its proof to readers.
Proposition 7. Let P be a subclass of the class of recursive number theoretic functions
which is closed under the denition by cases and includes the constant functions and
+; then
(i) if fxng2C; a2P; then fxa(n)g2C;
(ii) if fxng; fyng2C; then fzng2C; where z2n= xn and z2n+1 =yn.
For dierent subsets of recursive number theoretic functions, we have dierent com-
putability structures on a Banach space. The following theorem shows a relation be-
tween them.
Theorem 4 (Extension). Let P; Q be subclass of the class of recursive number theo-
retic functions such that E2PQ; and Q is closed under compositions. Assume that
for every Q-computable sequence fang of reals there exists a P-computable sequence
fan; kg of rationals and a function e such that jan; e(n;k) − anj61=(k + 1): Let X be a
Banach space with a P-computability structure D. Then there exists a Q-computability
structure C on X such that DC.
Proof. Given X and D. Dene
C = ffxng: There exist a fyn; kg 2 D and a function f 2 Q
such that fyn;f(n; k)g converges to fxng Q-eectively:g:
It is easy to see that DC. We prove that C is a Q-computability structure on X ,
which completes the proof.
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For the limit axiom. Let fxn; kg2C, and d :NN!N be a function in Q such
that k>d(n; K) implies that kxn; k−xnk<1=(K+1). Let fyn; k;mg2D and f; e2Q such
that m>e(n; k;M) implies that kyn; k;f(n; k;m) − xn; kk<1=(M + 1): Let zn; k =yn;L(k); R(k).
Then fzn; kg2D. Dene
h(n; k) = P(d(n; 2k + 1); f(n; d(n; 2n+ 1); e(n; d(n; 2k + 1); 2k + 1)));
where P; L; R are E2 pairing functions such that m=P(L(m); R(m)). Then since E2P;
h2Q and
kzn; h(n; k) − xnk
6kzn; h(n; k) − xn;d(n;2k+1)k+ kxn;d(n;2k+1) − xnk
= kyn;d(n;2k+1);f(n; d(n;2n+1);e(n; d(n;2k+1);2k+1)) − xn;d(n;2k+1)k+ kxn;d(n;2k+1) − xnk
<
1
2k + 2
+
1
2k + 2
=
1
k + 1
:
So fxng2C by denition.
For the norm axiom. Given fxng2C. Let fyn; kg2D and f; d2Q such that
k>d(n; K) implies that kyn;f(n; k) − xnk61=(K + 1): Since fyn; kg2D and f2Q,
fkyn;f(n; k)kg is a Q-computable sequence of reals. But when k>d(n; K),
kyn;f(n;k)k − kxnk6kyn;f(n;k) − xnk< 1K + 1 :
So fkxnkg is a Q-computable sequence of reals.
For the linear form axiom. We rst prove that if fxng2C and fan; kg is a Q-
computable sequence of reals, then fan; kxng2C:
Given fxng; fan; kg. Letfyn; kg2D and f; d2Q such that k>d(n; K) implies that
kyn;f(n; k) − xnk<1=(K + 1): Let fbn; k;mg be a P-computable sequence of reals. By
Theorem 1, there exists a number theoretic function e2Q such that jbn; k; e(n; k;m) −
an; k j<1=(m+1). Let un; k;m= bn; k; L(m)yk;R(m). Then fun; k;mg2D. Now since fk yk;f(k; l)kg
is a Q-computable sequence of reals and converges to fkxnkg Q-eectively, there
exists a function g00 2Q such that for all l kyy;f(k;l)k6g00(k). Since fan; kg is a Q-
computable sequence of reals, there exists a function g0 2Q such that jan; k j6g0(n; k).
Let g(n; k)= g0(n; k) + g00(k), then g2Q since +2E2PQ. Dene
h(n; k; m) = P(e(n; k; g(n; k)(m+ 1)); f(k; d(k; g(n; k)(m+ 1))):
Then h2Q, and
kun; k; h(n; k;m) − an; kxkk6 kun; k; h(n; k;m) − an; kyk;f(k; d(k; g(n; k)(m+1)))k
+ kan; kyk;f(k; d(k; g(n; k)(m+1))) − an; kxkk
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6 kyk;f(k; d(g(n; k)(m+1)))kjbn; k; e(n; k; g(n; k)(m+1)) − an; k j
+ jan; k jkyk;f(k; d(k; g(n; k)(m+1) − xkk
<
kyk;f(k; d(g(n; k)(m+1)))k+ jan; k j
g(n; k)(m+ 1)
6
1
m+ 1
:
So fan; kxkg2C.
Next, we prove that if fxn; kg2C; c2Q, then fsng2C, where sn=
Pc(n)
k=0 xn; k . Let
fyn; k;mg2D, d2Q such that kxn; k − yn; k; d(n; k;m)k<1=(m + 1): Now given integers
i0; : : : ; ij, dene
A(j; i0; : : : ; ij) = P(j; P(i0; : : : P(ij−1; ij) : : :));
(i)0 = L(i); (i)j = L(R(: : : R(i) : : :)) = L(Rj(i)); when 16j6L(i) + 1:
Then both A and (i)j can be made to be E2 functions. Let tn;m=
P(m)0
k=0 yn; k;(m)k then
ftn;mg2D since D is a P-computability structure on X . Let
h(n; m) = A(c(n); d(n; 0; m); : : : ; d(n; (c(n); m)):
Then h2Q, and
tn; h(n;m) =
c(n)P
k=0
yn; k; d(n; k;m):
We claim that ftn; h(n;m)g converges to fsng Q-eectively, which proves that fsng2C:
Let e(n; m)= (c(n) + 1)(m + 1); then e2Q; since +; 2E2PQ; and when
m>e(n;M), we have that
ktn;m − snk6
c(n)P
k=0
kyn; k; d(n; k;m) − xn; kk
<
c(n)P
k=0
1
(c(n) + 1)(M + 1)
=
1
M + 1
:
So the claim is proved and fsng2C by denition.
Now let fxng; fyng2C; c2Q, and fan; kg; fbn; kg Q-computable sequences of reals.
By above, fs0ng; fs00n g2C, where
s0n =
c(n)P
k=0
an; kxk s00n =
c(n)P
k=0
bn; kyk :
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Therefore fsng2C; when
sn = s0n + s
00
n =
c(n)P
k=0
an; kxk + bn; kyk :
So the theorem is proved.
Corollary 4.1 (1) Let X be a Banach space with an Er (r>2) computability struc-
ture D. Then there exists an Er+1 (primitive) computability structure C on X such
that DC.
(2) Let X be a Banach space with a primitive computability structure D. Then
there exists a computability structure C on X such that DC.
Proof. An immediate consequence of the theorem.
In [1], it was proved that the union of all Er number theoretic functions is the
class of primitively recursive number theoretic functions. It is natural to ask a similar
result for (Er) primitively computable real-valued functions. With the notion of (Er)
primitive computability structure on Banach spaces, the following theorems give an
answer to that.
Theorem 5. Let X be a Banach space with Er computability structures Dr for all
r>2. Assume that Dr Dr+1. Then the union U =
S1
r=2Dr is a primitive computabil-
ity structure on X:
Proof. First, we prove the norm axiom. Let fxng2U , then fxng2Dr for some r>2.
So by the norm form axiom for Er computability structure, fkxnkg is an Er com-
putable sequence of reals, and hence is a primitively computable sequence of reals by
Proposition 1.
The limit axiom. Let fxn; kg2U , and e a primitively recursive number theoretic func-
tion such that k>e(n; K) implies that kxn; k − xnk<1=(K + 1). Then by the denition
of U; fxn; kg2Ds for some integer s; and since the union of Er number theoretic func-
tions is the class of primitively recursive number theoretic functions by Grzegorczyk
[1], there is an integer t such that e2Et . Let r= maxfs; tg. Then it is easy to see that
fxng2Dr U . So the limit axiom holds.
The linear form axiom. Let fxng; fyng2U; fan; kg; fbn; kg primitively computable se-
quences of reals, and c a primitively recursive number theoretic function. Then by
the denition of U; fxng; fyng2Ds for some integer s. By Theorem 1, there are
E0 computable sequences fan; k;mg and fbn; k;mg of rationals and primitively recur-
sive number theoretic functions f and h such that jan; k;f(n; k;m) − an; k j<1=(m + 1)
and jbn; k; h(n; k;m) − bn; k j<1=(m + 1): Since the union of Er number theoretic functions
is the class of primitively recursive number theoretic functions by Grzegorczyk [1],
h; f2El for some l. Then it is easy to show that fan; kg; fbn; kg are El computable
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sequences of reals. Let r= maxfs; lg. Then fxng; fyng2Ds and fan; kg; fbn; kg are Er
computable sequences of reals. So by the linear form axiom for Er computability
structure, fsng2Dr U , which proves the linear form axiom, and hence completes the
proof of the theorem.
Now, we turn to the eective generating set for a Banach space. Let us begin with
the following denition:
Denition 8. Let X be a Banach space with an Er (primitive) computability struc-
ture C. We say that hX; Ci is Er (primitively) eectively separable if there exists an
Er (primitively) computable sequence feng; en 2X; such that for every Er (primitively)
computable sequence fxng there exists a double sequence fpn; kg which converges to
fxng Er (primitively) eectively in k and n, where pn; k =
Pd(n; k)
j=0 an; k; jej, and fan; k; jg
is an Er (primitively) computable sequence of rationals, and d :NN!N is an
Er (primitively recursive) function. The sequence feng is called an Er (primitively)
eective generating set for hX; Ci.
It is well known that for computability structure C on a Banach space X , the linear
span of an eective generating set is dense in X if and only if it is \eectively dense"
in C (cf. [5], the Eective Density Lemma, p. 86). It might be expected that this
holds for Er (primitive) computability structures. But it is not true. Otherwise, since
fxn: n2Ng is clearly an Er (primitively) eective generating set for the Er (primi-
tively) computable sequences of real-valued functions by Theorem 3, and hence all of
the Er (primitively) computable sequences of real-valued functions would be equiva-
lent to the computable sequences of real-valued functions. Then we get a contradiction
as the Corollary 2:1 shows that they are proper subclasses of the class of computable
sequences of real valued functions. However, we do have the following theorem:
Theorem 6 (Stability lemma). If feng is an Er (primitively) eective generating set
for both hX; Ci and hX;Di; then C =D.
Proof. Routine.
In Section 2, we proved that the class of Er (r>2) computable sequences of real
valued functions is a proper subclass of the class of Er+1 (primitively) computable
sequences of real-valued functions. This is not by accident, the Theorem 3 and the
following theorem show why this could happen.
Theorem 7. Let X be a Banach space with Er (r>2) computability structures Cr
and a primitive computability structure C. Let feng be an Er (primitively) eective
generating set for every Cr (r>2) and C. Then for all r>2; Cr Cr+1C and
C =
S1
r=0Cr .
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Proof. Let fxng2Cr . By denition, there exist Er functions c; d and a fpn; kg such
that k>d(n; K) implies that kpn; k − xnk<1=(K + 1), where
pn; k =
c(n; k)P
j=0
an; k; jej
and fan; k; jg is an Er computable sequence of rationals. By Proposition 1, fan; k; jg is
also an Er+1 (primitively) computable sequence of rationals. By results in [1], c; d are
Er+1 (primitively recursive) functions. Hence fpn; kg2Cr(C) and converges to fxng
Er+1 (primitively) eectively, so fxng2Cr(C).
Next, we prove that C =
S1
r=0 Cr . By Theorem 5,
S1
r=0 Cr is a primitive computabil-
ity structure on X . Then by Theorem 6, we only have to show that feng is a primitively
eective generating set for
S1
r=0 Cr: But this is obvious, since every element in
S1
r=0 Cr
is an Er (r>2) eective limit of an Er (r>2) linear span of feng, which is, of course,
a primitively eective limit of a primitive linear span of feng: Therefore the theorem
is proved.
With the theorem, we get the following result immediately:
Corollary 7.1. The union of the classes of Er computable sequences of real-valued
functions is the class of primitively computable sequences of real-valued functions.
Proof. By Example 2, all of (Er) primitively computable sequences of real-valued
functions form a (Er) primitive computability structure on the Banach space of contin-
uous functions; by Theorem 3, fxn: n2Ng is a (Er) primitively eective generating
set for everyone of them; so by the theorem, the union of Er computable sequences of
real-valued functions is the class of primitively computable sequences of real-valued
functions.
An Open problem. In this paper we studied some properties on Grzegorczyk’s hier-
archy of computable analysis. Most of the results hold for the classes of (Er , r>2).
The reason is that the class of E1 number theoretic functions does not contain pairing
functions and the function  ; which played important roles in the proofs of results in
this paper. A question naturally arise that what about when dealing with the two rst
classes of Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy.
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